
"For me, it was 
very helpful to 
have a dedicated 
time to shadow a 
principal?to be 
part of the action 
and directly 

experience both the challenges and 
successes our staff face.  It?s always great 
to visit schools, but doing so in this way 
was especially valuable."
-Diana Hawley
Board of Education of Cecil County

During the week of February 25-March 1, 
thirty-two business leaders, elected 

officials, and 
community 
members 
participated in 
the first Cecil's 
Principal for a 
Day program 
sponsored by 

CCPS and the Business and Education 
Partnership Advisory Council (BEPAC). 
The purpose of the program is to 
strengthen relationships between schools 

and the greater 
community by 
giving an inside 
look at the daily 
operation of today?s 
public schools 
supporting today?s 
students. 

Cecil's Principal for a Day participants 
shadowed a school principal in typical 
day-to-day activities and interacted with 
students and staff, providing participants 
with a first-hand and current school 
experience. This was also an opportunity 

for both the school 
principal and the 
participant to discuss 
each of their respective 
roles, the preparation of 
the future workforce, 
and potential future 
partnership initiatives.
The program culminated 
with a breakfast and 

roundtable discussion including all 
participants and their respective host 
principals on March 5 at the Cecil County 
School of Technology sponsored by 
BEPAC. 

Spring 2019

I am very happy to say 
that we are FINALLY 
finished with the winter 
weather. After six 
closings, seven two-hour 
delays, and one early 
dismissal, I think we can 

all agree that we are VERY ready for the 
spring season!

We have included a variety of news items in 
this publication that range from curricular 
updates to community involvement to our 
new extra-curricular athletic programs.  
There are so many great things happening in 
our schools and we always look for 
opportunities to share that with our 
stakeholders. A direct example of this is our 
Principal for a Day program which we held for 
the first time this year and is highlighted in 
the article on the right.

Over the past several months work on the 
new CCPS strategic plan has continued as the 
coordination team and several focus groups 
have been meeting to formulate this 
document which will set the course of our 
school system, including a brand new CCPS 
logo. You can learn more about this process 
by visiting www.ccps.org/ strategicpan. I am 
incredibly appreciative of the work that has 
been put into this document by our 
coordination team and the students, staff, 
parents, and community leaders who have 
served on the focus groups. 

Thank you for your support of our students, 
staff, and schools!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey A. Lawson, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools

CECIL'S   PRINCIPAL   FOR   A   DAY
SUPERINTENDENT'S  NOTE

CCPS & BEPAC PARTNER ON INAUGURAL EVENT

Cecil County Public Schools does not discriminate in admissions, access, treatment, or employment in its programs 
and activities on the basis of race, color, gender and gender identity, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, 

or disabling condition. 

"There is infinite 
value gained by 
continuing to 
develop the 
relationships 
between the schools 
and businesses and 

I encourage my colleagues/ peers to take 
advantage of this opportunity."
- Tracy Reynolds, Branch Manager, VP
Howard Bank

"Principal for a 
Day at North 
East High School 
was a great 
opportunity to see 
educators in 
action and engage 
with students; our 

emerging workforce.  Impressive things 
are happening in our schools.  The 
variety of subject matter and programs 
available to students provide them 
opportunities to be challenged and skills 
necessary to chart their course for future 
educational and career success. "
- Bruce England, Executive Director
Susquehanna Workforce Network
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One of the central initiatives of The Business and 
Education Partnership Advisory Council (BEPAC) is 
the Classroom Partnership Grant Program. This grant 
program awards up to $1,000 to schools for a variety of 
projects that support schools, classrooms, and student 
learning. In February, BEPAC announced a total of 

$20,000 of grants given to support a total of twenty-six projects. 
Examples of these projects include  support for an after-school STEAM 
program at Elkton Middle School and an after-school Girls in STEM 
program at Cherry Hill Middle  School, the purchase of a 3-D printer 
and supplies for Perryville High School, books for Book Club at Calvert 
Elementary School, and support for outdoor classroom space as part of 
the Green School certification project at Perryille Elementary School.   

One of the Classroom Partnership Grants that BEPAC recently 
awarded was to the CCMA program at the Cecil County School of 
Technology.The instructor, Angie Teoli, shared the following along 
with the photo. It is always great to  see the projects in action! 

 ?The Anatomy Mannequin models 
arrived today and are already a big 
hit with my CCMA students.  The 
Muscle Mannequin will be used when 
teaching the muscular system and 
medication administration- injecting 
muscles with medication and where to 
inject using the appropriate muscle 
sites. I was also able to order a knee 
and shoulder model with muscles, tendons, and ligaments attached.  These 
joints can be used to teach multiple lessons including joint range of motion, 
skeletal and muscular and skeletal diseases, and deformities.  Thanks again 
for making our Anatomy Sim Lab a priority and taking our program into the 
future with simulation anatomy instruction.?  

Funds for these grants 
are raised through 
BEPAC's annual 
Preakness Pride event. 
This event supports 
not only the 
Classroom Partnership 

Grant program but also BEPAC's National Competition Grants for 
students or student groups who reach 
national competition, the Henry A. 
Shaffer Scholarship, and the D'Ette W. 
Devine Teacher Academy of Maryland 
Scholarship.  This year's event will be 
held on May 18, 2019, beginning at 5:00 
p.m. at Schaefer's Ballroom. Be sure to 
follow BEPAC on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/bepac. 

l eader ship t eam

Our Mission is to provide an excellent prekindergarten through 
graduation learning experience that enables ALL students to 

demonstrate the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for lifelong 
learning and productive citizenship in an ever-changing global society.
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We are a little more than half way through the 2018-2019 school year!  Students are starting to prepare 
for important upcoming events?  

In high school, seniors have been and are continuing to apply for colleges.  This is what they have been 
working towards for many years, so this is a very exciting time for them! It is also an exciting time for 
other students to see where their senior friends are going to go to college.  The underclassmen and middle 
schoolers are starting to plan out their schedules for next year.  They are evaluating their options and 
deciding what classes they are most interested in; including Photography, AP Calculus, and more! 

Winter sports have come to an end and the spring sports season has begun. Sports are always a fun after- 
school activity that involves students and creates a way to make new friends. The middle schoolers really 
enjoyed having that opportunity at their schools this year. 

Another fun event that is coming up soon is prom for juniors and seniors! Right now most schools are 
planning and finalizing details for their proms. A lot of hard work goes into organizing a large event like 
that!  Many students are looking forward to getting all dressed up with their friends to have a fun, fancy 
prom night. 

The Cecil County Council of Student Councils is continuing to meet monthly.  This is a group of students 
(five from each high school and five from CCST) who meet to discuss what is going on at their schools.  
These students commonly have question and answer sessions with Leadership Team members and Dr. 
Lawson. This group has been very beneficial to involve students in the whole county, not just in their 
individual high schools, and to share a lot of ideas between schools! 

All in all, students are staying very busy and making the most out of their school careers! We appreciate all 
of the opportunities given to us as students in CCPS that set us up for a successful future. 
 

news   f r om   bepac INCLEMENT WEATHER 
UPDATES

Follow Us!

As of today, students have missed a total of 
six instructional days due to closures for 
inclement weather. As a result, these missed 
days will be made up on the following 
previously designated inclement weather 
make-up days with the current last day of 
school for students scheduled for June 13.

March 22
April 18
April 23
May 24
June 12
June 13

Students from four CCPS high schools attended the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration's 15th Annual Prevention Day held 
on Monday, February 4, in conjunction with the 
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America's 
29th National Leadership Forum held in 
Washington, D.C.  
Students participated with their coalition partners 
in presenting Cecil County's anti-drug message and 
also participated in individual training sessions to 
learn how they can continue to improve upon the 
effectiveness of their youth coalition.
Students also participated in the Capital Hill Day 
where they were able to interact with state and 
national legislators including U.S. Senator Chris 
Van Hollen and Congressman Andy Harris. 
Students who attended were Ainsley Erdner 
(BMHS), Matthew Lynn (BMHS), Kelsey Meis 
(BMHS),Gwen Klim (EHS), Asia Travers (EHS), 
Katie Crouch (NEHS), Hannah Tingley (NEHS), 
Mike Rando (RSHS), and Reid Wooten (RSHS). 
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The Read Across America concept began on March 2, 1998, as a way to 
recognize the birthday of the famous children?s author, Theodore Gieselle, 
who is lovingly known as Dr. Seuss. Many of you are very familiar with the 
lively language, rhythm, and rhyme in The Cat 
in the Hat, Horton Hears a Who, and Green 
Eggs and Ham, just to name a few of his many 
books. What began as an annual event to 
celebrate Dr. Seuss has grown into a year-long 
movement to encourage adults to read to young 
children each day of the year with special 

celebrations in schools and libraries on or near 
March 2 .

Students in Cecil County Public Schools joined 
millions of their peers across the country to 
celebrate Read Across America Day. Many of the 
elementary schools hosted reading events and 
reading celebrations on March 1 or during the 
month of March. Some of those celebrations included inviting guest readers into 
the schools, dressing up as favorite book characters, and encouraging children 
and families to set reading goals. 

Our goal is to show our children the joy of reading and to build a nation of readers and leaders! 
Read on!

For more information or ideas, check out these sites:
www.facebook.com/neareadacrossamerica
www.nea.org/grants/886.htm
http:/ /www.readingrockets.org/newsletters/extras

Read Acr oss Amer ica, A Cel ebr at ion of  Reading!

a  Focus  on  facil it ies

Cathy Nacrelli, Ed.D., Instructional Coordinator for  Elementary Language Arts

- Middle School Basketball is up and 
running with a great deal of success.  
Boys and Girls teams have competed 
well and represented their respective 
schools with PRIDE.  Thank you to 
all those responsible at the school 
level for the successful 
implementation.

- Elementary Schools have launched 
the ?new? health curriculum with 
the start of the third marking 
period.  Students K-10 will receive 
well rounded instruction every 
school year, structured around the 
Maryland State Standards for Health 
Education.

- Check countysportszone.com for 
schedules and scores.

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION & ATHLETICS

The Capital Outlay Department is looking forward to a busy spring 
and summer in 2019.  Last fall we completed the first round of 
Secure Entrance renovations at 
Perryville High, Rising Sun High, 
Kenmore Elementary, and Elkton 
Middle.  We are completing a fifth at 
Bohemia Manor High/Middle before we 
move onto Phase 2 at 8 new locations 
(Cecilton Elementary, Holly Hall 
Elementary, Cecil Manor Elementary, 
Leeds Elementary, Elk Neck Elementary, 
Charlestown Elementary, Bainbridge Elementary, and Bay View 
Elementary). 

We are in the final stage of completing the Gilpin Manor 
Elementary final sitework, bus and parent drop off loops, as well as 
playground installation.  If Mother Nature will cooperate, we 
should be complete with this final work by spring's end.  

Lastly, Cherry Hill Middle will undergo a full exterior doors & 
window replacement project to begin mid-spring.  As always, all of 
these projects help make the learning environments a safer, more 
efficient place for children to achieve their goals. 

Right now, we are very busy in both the music and art departments.The Winter Art Show was held at a 
new venue, Cecil College's Milburn Stone Theater, in January.  Approximately 500 people came to the 
reception to honor the work of these outstanding students.  

Our Solo and Ensemble event was held Saturday, February 3, at Elkton High School.  280 solo or 
ensemble events were judged that day. 140 of these events received a "1" which is the "superior" or 
highest rating.  These students are invited to the State Solo and Ensemble Festival in May.   We also just 
wrapped up our All County Orchestra concert on Saturday, February 23, with 
students from several middle schools and high schools participating.  They did an 
outstanding job and demonstrated how much our string program continues to 
flourish!  Secondary Band and Choral students participated in the County 
Adjudication Assessments in the second and third weeks of March. While some 
students in grades 7-9  performed at the All State Chorus event, several more will be 
performing this month for Senior All State for a total of 31 students! Our All County 
Middle and High School Band will also be performing at the beginning of April.

Registration has opened to apply for the 17th annual Upper Chesapeake Summer Center for the Arts. 
The 8-day experience is held at Washington College from July 13-20.  Students entering grades 7-12  
may apply for the following disciplines: visual arts, literary arts, digital arts, chorus, band, strings, 
theater, and dance.  Please see the Fine Arts page on the CCPS website for additional information.

Don?t forget to follow all the fine arts happenings in the Cecil County  Public Schools on Instagram 
@CCPSFINEARTS as well as Facebook @CCPSFINEARTS.

FINE  ARTS  UPDATE
David Hastings, Ed.D.
Program Coordinator for Fine Arts

 Read Across America Poem 
You're never too old, too wacky, too wild,
 To pick up a book and read with a child.

 You're never too busy, too cool, or too hot,
 To pick up a book and share what you've got. 

In schools and communities,
 Let's gather around,
 Let's pick up a book,
 Let's pass it around. 

There are kids all around you,
 Kids who will need
 Someone to hug,
 Someone to read. 

Come join us March 
1st 

 Your own special way
 And make this 

America's
 Read to Kids Day. 

©Anita Merina 

WINTER SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS

State Champs
Brooke Walz, Bohemia Manor High  
1A Indoor Track Girls' 1600 Meter Run Champion

Elizabeth Kuhn, Perryville High  
1A Indoor Track Girls' Pole Vault Champion

Emani Bell, Perryville High 
1A Indoor Track Girls?  Shot Put Champion

Asia Travers, Elkon High 
2A Indoor Track Girls? Shot Put Champion

Spor tsmanship Awards
Corollary Bowling: Elkton High
Boys' Basketball: Perryville High
Girls' Basketball: North East High
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Special education processes and procedures can be overwhelming.  However, parents/guardians of students with disabilities who receive special education 
services through an Individualized Education Program (IEP) are important members on IEP teams.  They are experts on their child and provide valuable 
information in designing the IEP.  All members of the IEP team need to be able to meaningfully participate in ongoing discussions about performance and 
progress. Collaboration between school and home builds a strong foundation for student success.
In order to support parent/guardian participation, schools may request written or verbal input using the Parent Input Forms. These forms can be located under 
Parent Connections on the CCPS website: Special Education Department.  Obtaining this information supports the school team in drafting an IEP. 
Parents/guardians need to receive these draft documents in advance of the meeting in 
order to review them and allow for meaningful participation in an IEP team meeting.  
It is important to remember that it is not the expectation that parents/guardians 
understand all the terms, processes, procedures, etc., and that it is the job of the school 
to help them understand.  Therefore, parents/guardians should come prepared to IEP 
meetings with questions and fully participate in IEP team discussions.

The Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) creates technical assistance 
bulletins to support families and schools in understanding the department?s 
expectations.  In January 2019, MSDE updated the technical assistance bulletin entitled 
?Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities:  Curriculum, Instruction, and 
Assessment? which provides valuable information for all members of an IEP team.  
Below are some highlights from the technical assistance bulletin.  However, you are 
encouraged to read the full document to gain knowledge about how we improve 
outcomes for students with disabilities.  The technical assistance bulletins can be found 
on the MSDE Special Education website 
(http:/ /marylandpublicschools.org/programs/Pages/Special-Education/ info.aspx).

In addition, each year the Maryland State Department of Education surveys parents of 
children receiving special education services in the State. The purpose of the survey ? 
The Maryland Special Education Parent Involvement Survey ? is to hear from 
parents/guardians about how well they think their child?s school is partnering with 
them and promoting parent involvement in their child?s education.  If you are a parent/guardian of a child who receives special education services, please take 
some time to provide feedback by visiting the following website and completing the survey: https:/ /www.mdparentsurvey.com

We look forward to continued collaboration between families and the schools throughout the year.  

The Special Education Process

  

The Secondary English Language Arts Department is in year two of our five year plan, which will culminate in the realization of a ?...curriculum that integrates the 
processes of reading, writing, speaking, and listening.?  With the support of the Striving Readers Comprehensive 
Literacy Grant and the tireless efforts of talented teachers, we are leading professional learning and creating curricula 
that integrates reading and writing to provide students with a literacy experience that is as fluid as breathing.

In curriculum development, teachers continue to create model units and lessons that move students from 
comprehension and analysis of text to developing their abilities to express critical and complex ideas. We want to 
provide our students with texts that are ?mirrors and windows?-- opportunities for them to find themselves and explore 
other perspectives.  Thus, our process for selecting texts is strategic and thorough.  Throughout the year, teachers 
propose books that they believe will enrich our curriculum, and once a year, the Materials Adoption Committee (MAC) 
meets to evaluate the merit of the proposed texts, considering complexity, content, and community standards.  Teachers 
use text complexity measures to  identify target texts, which become the focus of instruction, and they select young adult 
literature to offer as a supplement to target texts.  Young adult literature fosters a love of reading and helps students access complex target texts.  Teachers send 
parent letters home alerting families to texts that contain mature content.   Parents can also access the full list of adopted novels on the English Language Arts page 
on www.ccps.org. Both target texts and young adult literature serve as inspiration for writing as our students analyze and imitate the authors? styles and structures.  

We also have exciting developments in professional learning.  This summer, we will offer the second annual Towson Writing Workshop, a collaboration with 
Towson University that allows teachers across contents to explore evidence based practices in writing instruction.  Furthermore, a cohort of eight CCPS teachers 
is earning a Masters in Literacy through the University of Delaware.  This rigorous two year program is unlike traditional reading specialist programs because it 
encompasses all aspects of literacy, including reading in the content areas, writing instruction, and digital literacies.  We are grateful to the teacher leaders (Sam 
Anderson, RSHS; Delcina Creswell, PVMS; Teresa Farmer, CHMS; Leentje De Bruyne, BMHS; Katie Sauerwine, RSMS; Susan Zimmer, BMMS; Hannah O?Brien, 
NEHS ) for their willingness to grow professionally and contribute to the learning of their CCPS colleagues.

Thanks to all teachers and parents who continue to immerse our young people in reading and writing, because ? A writer must first be a reader.  What we read, 
eventually finds its way into our writing.  That?s just the way it works? (Allyn).
 

Rhonda Asplen
Instructional Coordinator Secondary English Language Arts & Literacy 

a   wr it er    must    f ir st    be   a   r eader

Even though I am an educator, I can relate to those evenings trying to help my kids with homework 
to no avail because I cannot figure out for the life of me how the concept was taught in class.   So, it is 
no surprise to me that teachers and I are often asked by parents and families, ?What is going on with 
the math these days? Why all the drawings or breaking apart of numbers?? and these questions are 
almost always followed by, ?That is not how I learned!?

Well, you are right, it probably isn?t, but we?ve learned a lot about how children learn mathematics 
and what makes a student mathematically proficient, so with this new knowledge, we have updated 
our approach to instruction to meet the changing needs of children and society. Some of what we 
learned comes from a study conducted by the National Research Council, which suggests that 
mathematical proficiency has five components that are outlined  in the box to the right.

The complexity of teaching math is that none of these are more important than the other, rather each 
represents a part of the complex whole that are interdependent and interwoven. This is why we don't 
begin with the algorithm, because teaching only the procedure to solve a problem does not provide an 
opportunity to highlight conceptual understanding, strategic competence, or any of the other needed 
behaviors to demonstrate proficiency.  So, if you find that you aren?t entirely clear on how to help 
your elementary student with their Math homework, there is help.   Feel free to use the PowerSchool 
Portal Directions on how to access the enVision resource which can be found on our CCPS website, 
https:/ /www.ccps.org/Page/2727.

El ementar y Mat hemat ics
Jessica Kubek, Ed.D.
Instructional Coordinator for Elementary Mathematics and Gifted & Talented Education

 

?Reading is like breathing in, writing is 
like breathing out.? 

-Pam Allyn
Author and American literacy expert

Key Highlights from ?Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment?
- Specially Designed Instruction (SDI) includes the adaptation of content, methodology, or delivery of instruction in order to address the unique 

needs of students that result from a disability and ensure access to the general education curriculum.
- SDI is meant to narrow the gap between a student?s current performance and that of grade level peers.
- IEP goals are designed to meet the student?s needs that result from the student?s disability and 

enable the student to be involved in and make reasonable progress in the general education 
curriculum.

- IEP goals need to be measurable, ambitious, and achievable, and include conditions under which 
they occur, a behavior description, criteria for performance, method of measurement, and a time 
frame (see sample goals in the technical assistance bulletin).

- IEP goals must include goals that support access to the grade level curriculum, but may also include 
other critical academic skills from previous grade levels as well as functional goals that address areas 
such as communication, interpersonal interactions, participation, and independence.

- Students with disabilities need to have access to everything in the school?s system of supports, in 
addition to SDI to address their unique needs that result from the student?s disability.

- The frequency and intensity of special education and related services need to be considered in order 
to allow for the achievement of IEP goals, a reduction in the gap between their current performance and grade level, and progress in the general 
education curriculum.

- Ongoing assessment needs to occur through progress monitoring on IEP goals.

Five Components of 
Mathematical  Prof iciency

- conceptual understanding- understanding 
mathematical concepts, operations and 
relationships or being able to represent a 
mathematical situation in different ways

- procedural fluency- skill in carrying out 
procedures flexibly, accurately, and 
appropriately supported by a solid 
understanding of our base-10 number system

- strategic competence- ability to represent and 
solve mathematical problems,

- adaptive reasoning- or the ability to reflect, 
explain, and justify a response in a logical 
way

- productive dispositions ? or an inclination to 
see math as sensible, useful, coupled with a 
sense of mathematical efficacy. 
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Special education processes and procedures can be overwhelming.  However, parents/guardians of students with disabilities who receive special education 
services through an Individualized Education Program (IEP) are important members on IEP teams.  They are experts on their child and provide valuable 
information in designing the IEP.  All members of the IEP team need to be able to meaningfully participate in ongoing discussions about performance and 
progress. Collaboration between school and home builds a strong foundation for student success.
In order to support parent/guardian participation, schools may request written or verbal input using the Parent Input Forms. These forms can be located under 
Parent Connections on the CCPS website: Special Education Department.  Obtaining this information supports the school team in drafting an IEP. 
Parents/guardians need to receive these draft documents in advance of the meeting in 
order to review them and allow for meaningful participation in an IEP team meeting.  
It is important to remember that it is not the expectation that parents/guardians 
understand all the terms, processes, procedures, etc., and that it is the job of the school 
to help them understand.  Therefore, parents/guardians should come prepared to IEP 
meetings with questions and fully participate in IEP team discussions.

The Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) creates technical assistance 
bulletins to support families and schools in understanding the department?s 
expectations.  In January 2019, MSDE updated the technical assistance bulletin entitled 
?Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities:  Curriculum, Instruction, and 
Assessment? which provides valuable information for all members of an IEP team.  
Below are some highlights from the technical assistance bulletin.  However, you are 
encouraged to read the full document to gain knowledge about how we improve 
outcomes for students with disabilities.  The technical assistance bulletins can be found 
on the MSDE Special Education website 
(http:/ /marylandpublicschools.org/programs/Pages/Special-Education/ info.aspx).

In addition, each year the Maryland State Department of Education surveys parents of 
children receiving special education services in the State. The purpose of the survey ? 
The Maryland Special Education Parent Involvement Survey ? is to hear from 
parents/guardians about how well they think their child?s school is partnering with 
them and promoting parent involvement in their child?s education.  If you are a parent/guardian of a child who receives special education services, please take 
some time to provide feedback by visiting the following website and completing the survey: https:/ /www.mdparentsurvey.com

We look forward to continued collaboration between families and the schools throughout the year.  

The Special Education Process

  

The Secondary English Language Arts Department is in year two of our five year plan, which will culminate in the realization of a ?...curriculum that integrates the 
processes of reading, writing, speaking, and listening.?  With the support of the Striving Readers Comprehensive 
Literacy Grant and the tireless efforts of talented teachers, we are leading professional learning and creating curricula 
that integrates reading and writing to provide students with a literacy experience that is as fluid as breathing.

In curriculum development, teachers continue to create model units and lessons that move students from 
comprehension and analysis of text to developing their abilities to express critical and complex ideas. We want to 
provide our students with texts that are ?mirrors and windows?-- opportunities for them to find themselves and explore 
other perspectives.  Thus, our process for selecting texts is strategic and thorough.  Throughout the year, teachers 
propose books that they believe will enrich our curriculum, and once a year, the Materials Adoption Committee (MAC) 
meets to evaluate the merit of the proposed texts, considering complexity, content, and community standards.  Teachers 
use text complexity measures to  identify target texts, which become the focus of instruction, and they select young adult 
literature to offer as a supplement to target texts.  Young adult literature fosters a love of reading and helps students access complex target texts.  Teachers send 
parent letters home alerting families to texts that contain mature content.   Parents can also access the full list of adopted novels on the English Language Arts page 
on www.ccps.org. Both target texts and young adult literature serve as inspiration for writing as our students analyze and imitate the authors? styles and structures.  

We also have exciting developments in professional learning.  This summer, we will offer the second annual Towson Writing Workshop, a collaboration with 
Towson University that allows teachers across contents to explore evidence based practices in writing instruction.  Furthermore, a cohort of eight CCPS teachers 
is earning a Masters in Literacy through the University of Delaware.  This rigorous two year program is unlike traditional reading specialist programs because it 
encompasses all aspects of literacy, including reading in the content areas, writing instruction, and digital literacies.  We are grateful to the teacher leaders (Sam 
Anderson, RSHS; Delcina Creswell, PVMS; Teresa Farmer, CHMS; Leentje De Bruyne, BMHS; Katie Sauerwine, RSMS; Susan Zimmer, BMMS; Hannah O?Brien, 
NEHS ) for their willingness to grow professionally and contribute to the learning of their CCPS colleagues.

Thanks to all teachers and parents who continue to immerse our young people in reading and writing, because ? A writer must first be a reader.  What we read, 
eventually finds its way into our writing.  That?s just the way it works? (Allyn).
 

Rhonda Asplen
Instructional Coordinator Secondary English Language Arts & Literacy 

a   wr it er    must    f ir st    be   a   r eader

Even though I am an educator, I can relate to those evenings trying to help my kids with homework 
to no avail because I cannot figure out for the life of me how the concept was taught in class.   So, it is 
no surprise to me that teachers and I are often asked by parents and families, ?What is going on with 
the math these days? Why all the drawings or breaking apart of numbers?? and these questions are 
almost always followed by, ?That is not how I learned!?

Well, you are right, it probably isn?t, but we?ve learned a lot about how children learn mathematics 
and what makes a student mathematically proficient, so with this new knowledge, we have updated 
our approach to instruction to meet the changing needs of children and society. Some of what we 
learned comes from a study conducted by the National Research Council, which suggests that 
mathematical proficiency has five components that are outlined  in the box to the right.

The complexity of teaching math is that none of these are more important than the other, rather each 
represents a part of the complex whole that are interdependent and interwoven. This is why we don't 
begin with the algorithm, because teaching only the procedure to solve a problem does not provide an 
opportunity to highlight conceptual understanding, strategic competence, or any of the other needed 
behaviors to demonstrate proficiency.  So, if you find that you aren?t entirely clear on how to help 
your elementary student with their Math homework, there is help.   Feel free to use the PowerSchool 
Portal Directions on how to access the enVision resource which can be found on our CCPS website, 
https:/ /www.ccps.org/Page/2727.

El ementar y Mat hemat ics
Jessica Kubek, Ed.D.
Instructional Coordinator for Elementary Mathematics and Gifted & Talented Education

 

?Reading is like breathing in, writing is 
like breathing out.? 

-Pam Allyn
Author and American literacy expert

Key Highlights from ?Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities: Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment?
- Specially Designed Instruction (SDI) includes the adaptation of content, methodology, or delivery of instruction in order to address the unique 

needs of students that result from a disability and ensure access to the general education curriculum.
- SDI is meant to narrow the gap between a student?s current performance and that of grade level peers.
- IEP goals are designed to meet the student?s needs that result from the student?s disability and 

enable the student to be involved in and make reasonable progress in the general education 
curriculum.

- IEP goals need to be measurable, ambitious, and achievable, and include conditions under which 
they occur, a behavior description, criteria for performance, method of measurement, and a time 
frame (see sample goals in the technical assistance bulletin).

- IEP goals must include goals that support access to the grade level curriculum, but may also include 
other critical academic skills from previous grade levels as well as functional goals that address areas 
such as communication, interpersonal interactions, participation, and independence.

- Students with disabilities need to have access to everything in the school?s system of supports, in 
addition to SDI to address their unique needs that result from the student?s disability.

- The frequency and intensity of special education and related services need to be considered in order 
to allow for the achievement of IEP goals, a reduction in the gap between their current performance and grade level, and progress in the general 
education curriculum.

- Ongoing assessment needs to occur through progress monitoring on IEP goals.

Five Components of 
Mathematical  Prof iciency

- conceptual understanding- understanding 
mathematical concepts, operations and 
relationships or being able to represent a 
mathematical situation in different ways

- procedural fluency- skill in carrying out 
procedures flexibly, accurately, and 
appropriately supported by a solid 
understanding of our base-10 number system

- strategic competence- ability to represent and 
solve mathematical problems,

- adaptive reasoning- or the ability to reflect, 
explain, and justify a response in a logical 
way

- productive dispositions ? or an inclination to 
see math as sensible, useful, coupled with a 
sense of mathematical efficacy. 
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One of the central initiatives of The Business and 
Education Partnership Advisory Council (BEPAC) is 
the Classroom Partnership Grant Program. This grant 
program awards up to $1,000 to schools for a variety of 
projects that support schools, classrooms, and student 
learning. In February, BEPAC announced a total of 

$20,000 of grants given to support a total of twenty-six projects. 
Examples of these projects include  support for an after-school STEAM 
program at Elkton Middle School and an after-school Girls in STEM 
program at Cherry Hill Middle  School, the purchase of a 3-D printer 
and supplies for Perryville High School, books for Book Club at Calvert 
Elementary School, and support for outdoor classroom space as part of 
the Green School certification project at Perryille Elementary School.   

One of the Classroom Partnership Grants that BEPAC recently 
awarded was to the CCMA program at the Cecil County School of 
Technology.The instructor, Angie Teoli, shared the following along 
with the photo. It is always great to  see the projects in action! 

 ?The Anatomy Mannequin models 
arrived today and are already a big 
hit with my CCMA students.  The 
Muscle Mannequin will be used when 
teaching the muscular system and 
medication administration- injecting 
muscles with medication and where to 
inject using the appropriate muscle 
sites. I was also able to order a knee 
and shoulder model with muscles, tendons, and ligaments attached.  These 
joints can be used to teach multiple lessons including joint range of motion, 
skeletal and muscular and skeletal diseases, and deformities.  Thanks again 
for making our Anatomy Sim Lab a priority and taking our program into the 
future with simulation anatomy instruction.?  

Funds for these grants 
are raised through 
BEPAC's annual 
Preakness Pride event. 
This event supports 
not only the 
Classroom Partnership 

Grant program but also BEPAC's National Competition Grants for 
students or student groups who reach 
national competition, the Henry A. 
Shaffer Scholarship, and the D'Ette W. 
Devine Teacher Academy of Maryland 
Scholarship.  This year's event will be 
held on May 18, 2019, beginning at 5:00 
p.m. at Schaefer's Ballroom. Be sure to 
follow BEPAC on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/bepac. 

l eader ship t eam

Our Mission is to provide an excellent prekindergarten through 
graduation learning experience that enables ALL students to 

demonstrate the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for lifelong 
learning and productive citizenship in an ever-changing global society.
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We are a little more than half way through the 2018-2019 school year!  Students are starting to prepare 
for important upcoming events?  

In high school, seniors have been and are continuing to apply for colleges.  This is what they have been 
working towards for many years, so this is a very exciting time for them! It is also an exciting time for 
other students to see where their senior friends are going to go to college.  The underclassmen and middle 
schoolers are starting to plan out their schedules for next year.  They are evaluating their options and 
deciding what classes they are most interested in; including Photography, AP Calculus, and more! 

Winter sports have come to an end and the spring sports season has begun. Sports are always a fun after- 
school activity that involves students and creates a way to make new friends. The middle schoolers really 
enjoyed having that opportunity at their schools this year. 

Another fun event that is coming up soon is prom for juniors and seniors! Right now most schools are 
planning and finalizing details for their proms. A lot of hard work goes into organizing a large event like 
that!  Many students are looking forward to getting all dressed up with their friends to have a fun, fancy 
prom night. 

The Cecil County Council of Student Councils is continuing to meet monthly.  This is a group of students 
(five from each high school and five from CCST) who meet to discuss what is going on at their schools.  
These students commonly have question and answer sessions with Leadership Team members and Dr. 
Lawson. This group has been very beneficial to involve students in the whole county, not just in their 
individual high schools, and to share a lot of ideas between schools! 

All in all, students are staying very busy and making the most out of their school careers! We appreciate all 
of the opportunities given to us as students in CCPS that set us up for a successful future. 
 

news   f r om   bepac INCLEMENT WEATHER 
UPDATES

Follow Us!

As of today, students have missed a total of 
six instructional days due to closures for 
inclement weather. As a result, these missed 
days will be made up on the following 
previously designated inclement weather 
make-up days with the current last day of 
school for students scheduled for June 13.

March 22
April 18
April 23
May 24
June 12
June 13

Students from four CCPS high schools attended the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration's 15th Annual Prevention Day held 
on Monday, February 4, in conjunction with the 
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America's 
29th National Leadership Forum held in 
Washington, D.C.  
Students participated with their coalition partners 
in presenting Cecil County's anti-drug message and 
also participated in individual training sessions to 
learn how they can continue to improve upon the 
effectiveness of their youth coalition.
Students also participated in the Capital Hill Day 
where they were able to interact with state and 
national legislators including U.S. Senator Chris 
Van Hollen and Congressman Andy Harris. 
Students who attended were Ainsley Erdner 
(BMHS), Matthew Lynn (BMHS), Kelsey Meis 
(BMHS),Gwen Klim (EHS), Asia Travers (EHS), 
Katie Crouch (NEHS), Hannah Tingley (NEHS), 
Mike Rando (RSHS), and Reid Wooten (RSHS). 
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